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Bug report android 7

Some issues cannot be investigated only with screenshots. For those, we need a complete error report. Follow the steps below to send us a full error report. Make an error report that turns on developer mode. Tap Install → number → Build. The build number is usually 6 characters long and looks like MOB30W or
LPV87A. Tap Build 7 (seven) times. (Well, this is like a secret handshake!) You'll see a pop-up with the sentence Turn on Developer Mode. Enable USB Debugging. Tap Install → home options → USB Debugging. Take a problematic action. Since Android error reporting only captures the last few minutes of data, it's
important to make an error report immediately after taking the action that caused the problem. Open the Hermit Lite app where you're having problems and perform a problematic action again. Get an error report. Tap Install → The Home option → error reporting. You will see a warning that an error report will take some
time, and that you should be patient. This takes more than a minute and can appear as if your phone is not doing anything - this is normal. Send us error sharing error reporting: When the error report is ready, select the option to send an email and enter our address: hello@chimbori.com. Attach screenshots: Screenshots
are equally invaluable when trying to understand errors. Please take a screenshot in the usual way and attach it to the email above. Include a personal message: Please let us know in detail what you're trying to do, what you expect to happen, and what happened instead. These detailed steps help us reproduce any
issues at the end and finally help you fix them sooner. If you don't provide enough information, we'll ask for it in our reply, which only wastes valuable time on both of us. Thank you for helping us improve Hermit! Error reports can help you determine the cause of application non-responsive (ANR) errors and event
deadlocks. Identifying unsym response appsBugreports can help you determine what causes application non-responsive (ANR) errors and event deadlocks. For exampleYou can also grep for ANR in logcat logs, which have more information about what was using the CPU at the time of ANR. Find tile traces
=================You can usually find tile traces corresponding to ANR. Make sure that the timesast and PID on the virtual machine trace match the ANR you are investigating, then check the main topic of the process. Remember: Te the main theme tell you only what the theme did at the time of ANR, which may or
may not correspond to the real cause of ANR. (Stacks in error reports may be innocent; something else may have been stuck for a long time - but not long enough to ANR - before becoming unstuck.) More than one set of stack traces (VM TRACES JUST NOW and VM TRACES AT LAST ANR) may exist. Be sure you
are viewing the correct section. Read-bug-reports-android-developers-2Reference developer android This is useful for sending logs to an app so they can figure out the reason for the accident etc. Make the Developer Options menu available by pressing 7 times on the Build number in Settings-&gt; About Phone.Enable
Developer Options in Settings-&gt;Optional Developer by turning off -&gt; On.Enable USB DEBUGGING by selecting it in Settings Options-&gt;Developer Options and selecting OK. Select Get error reports in Settings-&gt; development options Click Report in the next dialog box. Wait a minute or three. Find a message
that says Report an arrested error and click it (twice if on the lock screen). Read and digest the warning message, then click OK. Choose the method of sending your desired report to the developer - Gmail is right for me. If you send an email message, modify the To, Subject, field and add any other useful information to
the email content. Also check if there is a txt file attachment there - if missing then repeat from step 4 above. Then click Send. This article is part of our Android 7.0 Nougat Spotlights feature series. Previous ArticleShow AllNext Article Capture and send an error report on Android used to be an elegant process. Annoying
bugs and bug reports are one of the least interesting parts of the platform, but they are essential to help it and its applications move forward. So it's great to see the Android team putting some thought behind improving interface and error reporting interactions, especially for those of us who tend to actually use this
feature. Previously, on Android 6.0 and below, if you decided to save and send an error report, the device will vibrate once and nothing happens in a minute or two. Then you get a notification for an arrested error report, and the only thing you can do is share it along with the screenshot taken when you tap the error
reporting icon. Now, the flow is much more elegant and user-friendly. You may first see a message that an error report is being created. It shows a progress bar and three quick actions. You can tap Details to add a title and an error summary, Screenshot to take a screenshot of the error using a 3-second countdown, or
you can cancel the error report. It's one of those small improvements that won't affect many users but will surely please anyone who regularly captures and shares bug reports. Some issues require the MDM support team to have a full log of all activities performed on the Android device, to fix the problem. So in addition
to the MDM logs, you need to create device error reports as well as explain below: Samsung 1 device steps. Open the phone app on your device and type *#9900# to launch the SysDump tool.m 2. If the phone app on the device disables, opens the desktop app, and enters +30012012732+, it launches the desktop app
on Factory Mode. 3. Type *#9900# on computer use. This will launch the SysDump tool.m 4. If the troubleshooting level is disabled/low, tap to select MID. 5. Reproduce the problem that you want to fix the problem with. 6. Repeat step 1 1 2 to launch the SysDump tool. 7. Click on Run dumpstate/logcat. 8 Click copy to
sdcard. This saves files .log to a /log folder that you can access through the file manager on your device. 9. From the file manager, share the .log via email or connect the device to the computer via USB, then copy the file and send the email to the MDM. 9 Support team. Also, share the following details: AP: Build a
version of the software / firmware It contains specific software packages for that region, the service provider brand, and also install apn for data connection, MMS, etc., for the device service provider. You can get so by typing *#1234 # on your mobile phone. When you enter, you'll be shown a detailed display of AP, CP,



and CSC. You can take a detailed note or take a screenshot and share it. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to change the debugging level back to disability/low to optimize device performance. 1. Go to Settings on the device. Click About phone and select Software information. Click Build number 7 times to activate the
developer option. 2. Open Developer Options and turn on Developer Mode to provide devices for Developer Mode. 3. Turn on USB debugging. Then click Take Bug Report. Error reports are generated in a few minutes. Once completed, a notification related to the same thing will be displayed on the device. Click the
notification and share the report by mail to the MDM support team. In such cases, an avast Support representative may request to submit an error report. Create an error report Follow this procedure to create a report on your Android device and send a report to Avast Support: The following steps may vary depending on
your android operating system version and mobile device type. On your Android device, go to Settings • About or Install About your device. Tap Version 7 option to unlock Developer Options. On some devices, you may need to tap Software Information first. Go to Settings • Developer options. Turn on Developer Options
by tapping the slider. Back to Settings • Developer options. Tap create an error report or Send an error report. If you're prompted to choose a report type, select Full report. Then tap Report. In the device's message bar, tap Captured Error Report, and tap OK in the dialog box. Tap your email client icon, for example
Gmail. Follow this procedure to send messages with error reports created for Avast Support: Change the address in the Go to android@avast.com. In the Subject field, type the name of the Avast related to your issue and a short description of your issue, for example, Avast Mobile Security - Device Performance Issues In
the body of the message, type a detailed description of the issue. If you can reproduce your issue, record the issue by following the procedure in How to report a problem to Avast Mobile Security for Avast Support and include a link to your video in the body of the message. Make sure the error reporting file is attached to
your message (.txt). Click Send. A Avast Support Representative will investigate your issue and will contact you as soon as possible. Avast Mobile SecurityAvast SecureLine VPN for AndroidAvast Cleanup for AndroidAvast Passwords for AndroidAvast Battery Saver for AndroidAvast Wi-Fi Finder for Android Google
Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich, API 15) or higher, the exact version depends on the product Avast Mobile SecurityAvast SecureLine VPN cho AndroidAvast SecureLine VPN cho AndroidAvast Cleanup cho AndroidAvast Cleanup cho AndroidAvast Mật khẩu cho Android
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